
Ransomware is a type of malware that makes data or systems unusable until the victim 
makes a payment. Typically, threat actors either encrypt certain files within a system or 

lock users out of the operating system altogether, rendering all files inaccessible.
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DO’s DONT’s
1. Monitor for impersonations, 

phishing, ATOs, etc.

2. Remove offending content quickly

3. Disrupt attack infrastructure 
through providers

4. Monitor dark web channels for 
attack planning 

5. Be prepared to investigate 
threat actors 

6. Utilize expert intermediaries to 
engage attackers 

7. Segment critical network 
resources via zero-trust

8. Maintain regularly scheduled 
backup routines

9. Limit file egress by size and type

10. Log and monitor all 
administrative actions 

11. Log network activity outside of 
normal business hours

1. Enable Macros

2. Open unsolicited attachments

3. Click on suspicious links

4. Share or reuse passwords

5. Use simple, common 
password phrases

ZeroFox provides enterprises protection, intelligence and disruption to dismantle 
external threats to brands, people, assets and data across the public attack surface 
in one, comprehensive platform. 

Visit zerofox.com to download the “Rising Ransom: Ransomware and Malware Trend Report” 
and start protecting your enterprise from potential attacks today.

1 http://0fox.co/2T3Y50FKEzG 
2 http://0fox.co/VVMh50FKEzI
3 http://0fox.co/TlMr50FKEzH
4 http://0fox.co/me0k50FKEzK
5 http://0fox.co/GZb050FLgu1
6 http://0fox.co/P6Hi50FKEzE
7 http://0fox.co/m59x50FKEzF
8 http://0fox.co/mGjw50FKEzJ

Consider costs and impacts tied to negative press, legal fees, investigation and recovery, decreased share value, 
customer retention and prospect interest, impersonation and identity theft, data shared with additional threat actors, 
exposed critical components of country infrastructure … just to name a few!

Attack Trend per Month 
Across “Name and Shame” Sites

Also on the Rise? Ransom Payments
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36 Victims Identified

42% Were in US or Canada 

Most active ransomware operators 
targeting government organizations 
on underground networks during 
the first half of 2021

COST & IMPACT
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Americans stop doing business 
with a company following an attack41 in 4

WAYS TO MITIGATE RISK

to companies
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$134.5M
$25M

$19.5M
Home Depot 
paid roughly
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$5,600 per minute 
network downtime cost6

The average ransom payment has scaled to over $220K1
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$575M
$700MEquifax paid

on avg to identify & contain3

$3.86M
avg cost of breach

280 days

95% of 
breaches had

avg losses, some as 
high as $1.6M2

67% avg customers lost trust after a breach5$30K

98% of organizations say:
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